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Multi-Cloud Automation 
Meets Continuous Data 
Protection
Morpheus provides unified orchestration for multi-cloud automation and 
application lifecycle management. This includes integration with Zerto for 
always-on replication of entire multi-VM enterprise applications. 

About Zerto
Zerto converges disaster recovery, ransomware recovery, and multi-cloud 
mobility into one simple, scalable solution. Purpose-built for the virtualized 
datacenter, Zerto’s software-only solution offers continuous data protection 
across hybrid and multi-cloud environments. Zerto provides always-on 
replication of even the most demanding enterprise applications to ensure 
24x7 availability and complete workload mobility.

About Morpheus
Morpheus is a 100% agnostic cloud management platform (CMP) that 
ships out-of-the-box with 80+ integrations for rapid value and zero lock-in. 
Excelling in complicated heterogeneous environments, it’s the CMP of choice 
for eliminating silos, standardizing multi-cloud management, and enabling 
DevOps self-service. Morpheus provides unified orchestration for multi-cloud 
automation and application lifecycle management. This includes integration 
with Zerto for always-on replication of entire multi-VM enterprise 
applications.

Morpheus + Zerto 
With Zerto and Morpheus, IT teams can easily deploy and protect their hybrid 
infrastructure across on-premises and cloud platforms. As business 
requirements expand and IT adopts new technologies, the solutions 
from Zerto and Morpheus allow for rapid application deployment and 
infrastructure resilience while minimizing the tools IT teams need to 
leverage.

With Morpheus users will be able to deploy VMs faster across multiple 
platforms, then leverage Zerto to protect and mobilize an application’s VMs 
to, from, or between clouds of all types.

From deployment to management to protection, Morpheus and Zerto ensure 
a seamless, enterprise-class experience built for today’s multi-cloud world.

Use Cases
Automate provisioning 
and protection of virtual 
infrastructure 

Simplify management of 
hybrid and multi-cloud 
environments

Accelerate public cloud 
adoption while providing 
governance and control

Improve self-service in 
modern DevOps cultures

Monitor and forecast 
hybrid infrastructure

Gartner on Zerto & 
Morpheus
“Zerto is a leading provider of 
enterprise disaster recovery and IT 
resilience management software.”

“Morpheus Data has one of the most 
fully featured cloud management 
solutions, with strong offerings in all 
the key functional areas.”
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Getting Started with Zerto and Morpheus
After deploying the Zerto Virtual Manager (ZVM) using an installer from myZerto (www.myZerto.com), log in to 
Morpheus to begin integration setup:

1. Navigate to Backups  Integrations

2. Select + ADD

3. Select Zerto

4. Fill in the following:

Name

        Name of the integration in Morpheus, e.g. “Zerto” 

Enabled

        Enable the integration

API URL

        API URL for Zerto Virtual Manager

        Example API URL: https://zvm_IP:9669

 Username

        Admin username for Zerto

Password

        Password for username provided (encrypted in Morpheus).

Visibility

        Sets Multi-Tenant Visibility

Private

                Only Available to the Tenant the Integration is added by

Public

                Available to Sub-Tenants (master tenant option only) 

5. Click SAVE

6. During the provisioning process select Zerto for replication

To learn more about Morpheus and cloud management, visit www.morpheusdata.com.

To learn more about Zerto and IT resilience, visit www.zerto.com.

http://www.myZerto.com
http://www.morpheusdata.com
http://www.zerto.com



